
Many times farriers and equine veterinarians are
presented with hoof problems that require a team effort.  It
is essential, for the benefit of the horse, that everyone
works well together and establishes open communications.
Here are some observations concerning this relationship.

The Veterinarian communicates to the owner
what they prescribe for the farrier to do.

• The veterinarian should determine who the attending
farrier is, and discuss the horse with him/her and
collect as much peripheral information as possible. 

• Passing important information about the hoof care
requirements that the veterinarian desires to the farrier
MUST be done directly to ensure a clear
understanding.  Expecting the horse owner to
accurately communicate the exact instructions is not
practical.  Often the farrier is misinformed, and the
work is not performed to the prescription.  Either
direct communication or written instructions should
be made.  If possible, the veterinarian should have, or
get the phone number of the farrier and communicate
directly with him or her.

• The relationship between vet and farrier is comparable
to that of a physician and pharmacist.  The vet
prescribes and the farrier fills the prescription.  As with
the physician/pharmacist relationship, if the pharmacist
determines a possible adverse reaction or improper
combination of drugs, they communicate directly with
the attending physician to resolve the issue.

A farrier may believe they know the problem;
diagnosing it from experience alone.  They will

want to avoid sharing their diagnosis with the owner for
the following reasons:
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A Note from Bob:

We are planning dynamic monthly winter
Farrier Shop Talk meetings for December
through March.

DECEMBER 6, 2014
(Saturday) 9 am to 4 pm.  Julie Schwalm
of iForge Ahead farrier business
management system will present
information on managing your farrier
business.  This program will address an
issue that every farrier faces:  running
your business, not allowing your
business to run you.  Julie will conduct
a hands-on program for farriers and
their spouses.  Learn iForge Ahead and
how it can benefit your business.

JANUARY 7, 2015
(Wednesday) Noon to 4 pm. Frank
Dugan of Vettec will conduct a hands-on
practice session of all Vettec hoof care
products. 

FEBRUARY 13, 2015
(Friday) 9 am to 4 pm.  Dr.’s Cassells,
Kellerman, Kramer and Rucker will
present a program: Veterinarian Prescribed
Therapeutic Shoes and Hospital Plates.

MARCH 18, 2015
(Wednesday) Noon to 4 pm.  Four farriers
will lead a presentation and discussion on
Selecting the Proper Shoe for Each Horse.

In addition to these four clinics, we will hold
an Open House on April 16, 2015. Look
for more information in upcoming issues of
Shop Talk.

636-463-7211

2793 W. Meyer Rd.
Foristell MO 63348

spanishlake.com
Like us on Facebook

Farrier/Veterinarian
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Featured Products
St. Croix Rim Shoes
» Full roll for ease of
breakover

» Rim from heel to heel
for traction

» Generic shape for easy
shaping and fitting to
each hoof

St. Croix Eventer Shoes
» Full roll for ease of
breakover

» Fullered for better
traction

» Flat heel area to
receive studs or
Borium

» Front and Hind
patterns

» With or without clips

Cornell University Farrier Instructor Steve
Kraus explains the key horseshoe families
from St. Croix Forge and Mustad.

Veterinarians and
Farriers: On the
Same Team 
http://youtu.be/3l6Yg---p1s

Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop is
proud to carry these fine brands

and many more!

Watch this video explaining Horseshoe
Families from St. Croix Forge and Mustad

Rim

Steel

Aluminum

Farriers & Vets 
http://youtu.be/DDjI
jAjk83M

Watch Videos Addressing Vet/Farrier Relationships

• This could create a combative situation with the
veterinarian and damage the relationship.  Many farriers
have a good understanding of the anatomy and
physiology of the equine limb; even equal to some
veterinarians.  However, the diagnostic responsibility
resides solely with the veterinarian.  This does not mean
that a farrier who is asked to examine a lame horse
should do nothing.  The external structures of the hoof
are in the wheel house of farrier expertise.  The farrier
should look for any damage to the hoof wall, sole and
frog, but avoid the temptation to voice their opinion
concerning any cause that is outside their area of
expertise.  They certainly should not attempt to diagnose
problems of internal structures.  They are, however,
obligated to share their observations with the attending
veterinarian, and be comfortable in offering (privately to
the vet) any thoughts they may have about the general
area of pain/lameness.

• Strong relationships between a farrier and a vet are
built over time, and a sure fire way to destroy a
relationship is to second guess the vet to the owner. 

Personalities can sometimes hinder a close
working relationship, but acting professionally

should always win the day.  The horse under the care
of a veterinarian and farrier, who both view their work
as teamwork, is the winner.  That is best done by direct
communication between the farrier and the vet - away
from the owner/trainer.

Wise farriers know that working closely with the
attending veterinarian affords them additional

knowledge, experience and protection. The wise
veterinarian understands that a close working relationship
with the farrier makes their job much easier and increases
the possibility of success. 
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http://youtu.be/wFv20uxgY0s


